
DD2395 Computer Security

Exam 2014-01-14, 9.00 � 12.00

This is a closed-book exam, no material (books, articles, laptops, phones, or any other elec-
tronic devices, etc.) permitted. Please answer in English if you can, only answer in Swedish
if you must. Grading is according to the following preliminary point allocations. E 16�19p,
D 20�22p, C 23�25p, B 26�28p, A 29�31p. Good luck!

1 CIA. [2 points]
De�ne the terms con�dentiality and integrity. Provide an example of con�dentiality loss and
integrity loss in an e-mail system.

2 Cryptographic tools. [7 points]

2a [1 point] How long will take to attack (using brute force) an encryption scheme that has
64 bits keys assuming that the attacker system can decrypt 220 blocks in a microsecond?

2b [2 points] Explain message authentication using Message Authentication Code. Explain
and motivate if this approach guarantees con�dentiality or integrity.

2c [1 point] Explain the security e�ects of using a function that is not weak collision resistant
as hash function

2d [3 points] The function f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = x1 xor x2 xor . . . xor xn takes an input of
n ∗ m bits and yields a result of m bits, which is the xor of the n blocks. Explain if this
function is

� one-way / image resistant

� second pre-image / weak collision resistant

� strong collision resistant

3 Authentication. [2 points]
A system stores the passwords in a table consisting of two columns: the user id and the hash
(e.g. MD5) of the user password. All the user passwords are salted with the same value, which
is keep secret. Explain two possible security attacks to the system if the table is leaked.

4 Intrusion Detection. [2 points]
Explain the di�erences between Host Based and Network Based intrusion detection systems.
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5 Firewalls. [7 points]

5a [2 points] Your Internet service provider supplies you a router that allows your home
computers to connect to Internet. This router is usually equipped with a �rewall. Explain
why this �rewall is usually a stateful inspection �rewall and not a packet �ltering �rewall.

5b [5 points] The IT resources of your enterprise consist of several workstations and one
SMTP/IMAP server. Depict using a diagram and describe in detail a setup (e.g. the network
topology, the involved routers gateways, the type and the con�guration of the involved
�rewalls) that guarantees the following properties

� workstations can not access external services, with the exception of web sites (using
http and https)

� no connection can be established from the external network to a workstation

� workstations can send e-mail using the internal SMTP-server

� the internal SMTP-server can both send and receive email to/from Internet

6 Malware. [4 points]

6a [2 points] Windows 95 introduced the AutoRun component. This component enabled ex-
ternal devices (e.g. CD-ROMs) to automatically launch a program which could then guide
the user through the installation process. By placing settings in an autorun.inf �le, manu-
facturers could decide what actions were taken when their CD-ROM was inserted. Explain
two security threats introduced by this component and explain the possible countermea-
sures.

6b [2 points] Explain the main di�erence between the propagation strategy of worms and
viruses.

7 Denial of service. [2 points] Explain what is the IP source address spoo�ng and why it is
possible on Internet (hint: you can add a picture to you answer).

8 Multilevel security. [2 points] Describe the star property of Bell LaPadula security model
and explain why it is required to guarantee con�dentiality (hint: you can use an example).
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9 Bu�er Over�ow. [3 points] The following code is used to compare a user supplied password
with a password stored in a database. For some reasons, the user password is reversed (e.g. if the
password is �hello�, the function argument is �olleh�). The function loadPwd copies the password
stored in the database into the argument variable.

bool login(char * pwd) {

char str1[8];

char str2[8];

loadPwd(str1);

int size = 0;

while (pwd[size] != 0)

size+=1;

int i = size;

while (i >= 0) {

str2[size-i] = pwd[i-1];

i--;

}

str2[size] = 0;

return (strcmp(str1, str2, 8) == 0);

}

Identify possible bu�er over�ows in the above code and �x the implementation.
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